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Editorial

Words of Revelation

Ramadan, the 9th month of the lunar calendar, is a very special month for all Muslims.
It is the most blessed month among all other
months. During this month, Allah the
Almighty opens His gate of mercy and
forgives those who fast sincerely for Him.
Muslims of all ages have received Ramadan
with great enthusiasm and motivation, and
practiced fasting with taqwa and patience.
The time has now come to bid farewell to
Ramadan with Eid prayers and the joyful
feast of Eid ul Fitr.
During Ramadan, Muslims who fast
solely for the sake of Allaah SWT while
experiencing physical and mental exhaustion will be the beneficiaries of spiritual
rejuvenation. Those fasting will have felt
the pains of hunger and thirst. Many have
attended Mosques daily for potluck dinners
and taraweeh prayers. Homes have been
busy entertaining friends and neighbors
with special foods. Individuals have spent
more time in reading the Quran and worshiping Allah, gave more to charity and
cautiously avoided anger, conflicts, etc.
These activities have renewed spirituality
and reshaped manners. There are many
other benefits one can receive from these
good deeds, including, protection from
sinful acts, stronger brotherhood among
community members and solidarity with
the Muslims of the world.
As Ramadan departs, it is time to thank
Allah for this beneficial and blessed month.
May Allah accept the fasting of all Muslims,
and grant peace and happiness to all.
The Editorial Board of Manitoba Muslim
wishes all its readers Eid Mubarak.

Quran
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“Who is better in speech than one who calls (men)
to Allah, works righteousness, and says, "I am of
those who bow in Islam"?
Nor can Goodness and Evil be equal. Repel
(Evil) with what is better: Then will he between
whom and thee was hatred become as it were thy
friend and intimate!
And no one will be granted such goodness
except those who exercise patience and self-restraint,- none but persons of the greatest good
fortune.
And if (at any time) an incitement to discord is
made to thee by the Evil One, seek refuge in
Allah. He is the One Who hears and knows all
things.” Surah 41 (Fussilat)

Hadith

Recommendation to fast six days of Shawal:
Abu Ayyub al-Ansari reported that Allah's
Messenger (PBU) said: He who observed the fast
of Ramadan and then followed it with six (fasts)
of Shawwal, it would be as if he fasted perpetually. (Reported by Imam Muslim). Shawal is the
month that follows Ramadan.

Takbeerat of Eid:
Allahu Akbar, Allahu Akbar, Allahu Akbar
Allah is Great, Allah is Great, Allah is Great
La illaha il Allah
there is no God, but Allah
Allahu Akbar, Allahu Akbar
Allah is Great, Allah is Great
walilahil Hamd
to Him belongs all Praise

Comunity News
Wedding:

• Br. Alex Simard and Sr. Amal Omar were
married in the month of April.
• Br. Samir Hassan and Sr. Zahrah Ali were
married in the month of May.
• Br. Mumtaz Mirza and Sr. Faiza Jawhar 		
were married in the month of June.

New born:

• Br. Mohamed ElTasee and Sr. Lina were 		
blessed with a baby boy named Bassam.
• Br. Mohamed El-Bajigni and Sr. Susan 		
were blessed with a baby boy named 		
Yusuf.

Condolences:

• Br. Mahmoud Chaaban passed away in 		
May 2013. He was from Lebanon and was
visiting his family in Winnipeg.
He is survived by his wife Souzan and 		
their childeren Diala, Dora, Liana, Lama, 		
Karim and their grandchildren Abdul
Majeed, Maya, Mira, Zain, Hassain, 		
Mahmoud and son-in-law Misbah 		
Houhou.
• Sr. Zaleena Hosein passed away on April
18. She is the ex-wife of Br. Abid Hosein 		
who served on MIA executive in the mid 		
eighties. Sr. Zaleena also leaves behind her
son Rashid Hosein.
• Sr. Jameran Hosein passed away on 3rd 		
April at the age of 103 years She was 		
predeceased by her husband George 		
Haidar Nelson Hosein. She moved to 		
Winnipeg 15 years ago after spending 29 		
years in Ottawa. Sr. Jameran leaves behind
her daughter Florita Karim, grandchildren
Anissa, Charmagne and Allistair and 		
great-grandchildren Aryanna and Jordan.
• Br. Hassan Salah passed away in the 		
month of March. Br. Hassan came from 		
Ethiopia and has been resident of
Winnipeg for over 25 years. He is survived
by his wife Zahra Aden and children 		
Toffic, Ahmed, Mubarick, Muna and Melina.
• In Loving Memory Of My Dear Father, 		
Abdulrauf Mian
		 “And your Lord has decreed that you worship
none but Him. And that you be dutiful to your parents.
If one of them or both of them attain old age in your life,
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say not to them a word of disrespect, nor shout at them but
address them in terms of honour” (Qur'an 17:23).
    "Every soul shall have a taste of death: and We test you
by evil and by good, by way of trial. To Us must you
return" ( Qur'an 21:35).
Death - A rude awakening or a true awakening?
How did we choose to keep this reality out of my
mind for so long even though we
often uttered “To Allah we
belong and truly to Him, we shall
return" (Qur'an 2:156)? Daddy,
we lovingly called him, never
realizing that one day he will also
depart. The loving words ring in
my memory as we remember
him, for children we were of his. Witnessing my
father’s departure, as I sat next to him with tears
streaming down my cheeks, I reflected upon what
the Qur'an refers to as the true life: “What is the life of
this world but amusement and play? But verily the
Home of the Hereafter – that is Life indeed, if they
but knew" (Qur'an 29:64).
As the ineffable feeling of a traveler on a journey
that will come to an end presents itself as an apparent
reality, I think about another job for a lifetime – a
lesson learned. Preparing for death knows no age for
“every soul shall have a taste of death: and only on
the Day of Judgement shall you be paid your full
recompense" (Qur'an 3:185).
I continue to think about one of the most powerful
prayers that Allah has taught us in the Qur’an for our
parents, living and deceased: "My Lord! Bestow on
them Your Mercy as they did bring me up when I
was young” (Qu'ran 17:24). Yes, the eyes weep! and
the heart is saddened! yet, a glimmer of hope I’m
offered as the Prophet (peace be upon him) said:
“When a man dies, his good deeds come to an end
except three: ongoing charity, beneficial knowledge
and righteous offspring who will pray for him”
(Muslim, 3084). I realized that the most important
thing that will benefit my father is to pray for him
and ask Allah to forgive him and be merciful to him
as he was to me. In another hadith, the Prophet
(peace be upon him) said: "A man’s status will be
raised in Paradise and he will ask, ‘How did I get
here?’ He will be told, ‘By your son’s prayers for
forgiveness for you" (Sahih al Jaami, 1617).
My father was born November 1, 1933, he moved to
Winnipeg in 1971 where he lived for 35 years. Due to his
failing health he left in 2006 to Oakville, Ontario to live
with his son, my brother Zafer, where he returned to Allah
on Friday, April 5, 2013.
To this end, I bid my father farewell and pray to Allah,
"We hear and we obey. Forgive us, our Lord! To You is the
journey's end." (Qur'an 2:285)
Flahet Mian

Local events:

MIA Ramadan fiqh workshop:

The MIA workshop on the fiqh of Ramadan was held
at the Grand Mosque on July 07, 2013. The workshop
included presentation on fiqh rules of fasting, spiritual
and moral dimensions of fasting and medical aspects
of fasting. The workshop instructors were: Sheikh
Atef Ibrahim, Dr. Nazir Khan and Ismael Mukhtar.

AL-Noor teachers & MIA President & VP 1

MIA Ramadan bake sale:

The Annual Pre-Ramadan bake sale was held on
Sunday July 07 after Zuhr (2:00 PM) at the Grand
mosque. A rich variety of food items and other
materials were available for sale. Close to $5,000 of
proceeds were generated. All proceeds were donated
for mosque operation.

Camp Awakening:

The annual Youth Awakening camp was successfully
held from June 29 to July 06. The camp was held at a
two-hour drive campsite located West of Winnipeg.
Close to 100 youths from both genders participated in
the camp, including many from out of town. The
program included a variety of sports, educational, and
social activities.

Parents and guests

MIA Al-Fajr Quran Institute
graduation:

The Al-Fajr Quran Institute successfully completed its first year with 150 students registered.
A graduation celebration was held on Sunday,
June 23 at the Grand Mosque. Awards were
presented to students as well as appreciation
certificates to all teachers. Professor Abdulmalik,
(MIA President in 1969, 1981) handed out all
awards and certificates.

Junior class students of Quran

MIA AL-Noor weekend school
graduations:

The MIA Al-Noor weekend graduation took place at
the beginning of June. Al-Noor is the oldest weekend
school and it is located at the Churchill High School. It
runs every Saturday during the school year and
teaches students Arabic, Quran and Islam.

Professor Abdulmalik handing awards
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Local events:
Muslim Senior’s brunch:

Manitoba Muslim Senior’s Association held its
regular senior’s brunch on June 02, 2013 at the
Grand Mosque. Dr. Mujeebur Rahman, former
MIA President and community elder, made a
short presentation on aging and healthy living.
Participants enjoyed themselves by socializing
and eating the delicious foods presented.
of crafts for the children, food and entertainment
and concluded with the walk. Islam Alive and
our gracious community volunteers contributed
by participating in the walk, providing free
lemonade, face painting and handing out
messages of peace (writing in Arabic words of
peace, or peoples names etc. at their request).
We experienced many inquiries about the
Muslim community and a keen interest in Arabic
writing.

MIA Summer Day Camp:
Islam Alive contributes to the
Message of Peace

On June 15th, the 3rd annual Peace and Justice
Walk and Festival occurred at Vimy Ridge Park.
This festival was a celebration of peace, justice
and equality to learn about each other, the issues
that concern us and to raise awareness of
Canada’s foreign and domestic policies. Project
Peacemakers, the organization to put together
this event, has made it their goal to build and
promote a culture of peace and justice in the
world and at home. Islam Alive was amongst
the many volunteer groups to participate and
share in the voice for peace. The day consisted
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The MIA Al-Noor weekend school held a
summer day camp - Monday to Thursday - at the
Grand Mosque beginning July 08 to end on
August 30. The day camp was managed by the
teachers of the MIA Al-Noor weekend school.
Close to 30 students were registered for the
program.

Al-Hijra School Carnival

The annual Al-Hijrah School Carnival was
successfully held on Saturday May 25 at the
Al-Hijra school grounds. Students, parents and
members of the community at large enjoyed the
various sports, activities and programs in place.

Song by Al-Noor weekend school students

Khuttba workshop:

The 2nd round of the khuttba workshop for
young khateebs was held on Sunday, May
19 at the Grand mosque, 10:00 a.m. – 3:00
p.m. In the first round the training focused
on the fiqh rules and etiquettes of khuttba, as
well other proper pronunciation of the
textual references from Quran and Sunnah.
In this second round the focus was on
khuttba delivery techniques and effective
communication. Also covered in the workshop was how to address controversial
topics. The workshops were conducted by
Dr. Nazir Khan, Ammar Al-Khateeb and
Ismael Mukhtar.

MIA Fundraising Dinner:

The 2nd Annual MIA fundraising dinner
titled “Generous We Flourish” was held at
the Waverly mosque on April the 27th. The
event included nasheed performances by
students of Al-Noor weekend school. The

Prize winners

keynote address was delivered by the guest
speaker Sh. Abdullah Idris. The fundraising
was well attended, close to $140,000 in
donations and pledges were raised.

A new mosque in the East of
the city.
The Bilal Masjid will be a new addition to the
existing mosques in Winnipeg. The masjid
was officially opened on Saturday, June 22,
2013. The masjid is located in a rented facility
on Unit C-431 Thames Ave. This will be the
fourth masjid to open in Winnipeg. The first
Masjid was built on 247 Hazelwood in 1976.
The second masjd was opened on 715 Ellice
Avenue on a purchased facility in 2004, the
fourth was built on 2445 Waverley Avenue
and officially opened on 2007.

MIA facilities upgrades:

This summer has been a busy summer at
both the Grand Mosque and Hazelwood
Mosques. Many repairs, upgrades and
improvement works were done and more
are under way. With the help of volunteers,
many of these projects were completed
effectively at a lower cost than having to hire
other workers. The MIA EC would like to

thank all the volunteers for
their help and assistance.
Here is a sample of some
of these upgrades:
TV Screen:
A new TV screen was
installed at the Grand Mosque for community
announcements and business advertisements as
well. This will be a pilot project that will eventually be extended to the other entrances of the
Grand Mosque and Hazelwood Mosque.
Projector repair: The Khuttba projector at the
Grand Mosque has been repaired and upgraded.
The projector has been dysfunctional for a while.
The projector makes it easier for the sisters at the
mezzanine level to see the Khateeb. Thanks to
the IT committee, the repair was successful.
Pavement change: The walkway pavement at
the Hazelwood was in dire need of repair. It was
fully changed and replaced with more durable
bricks.
Landscaping:
The entrances to the Grand Mosque were

landscaped to make the exterior of the mosque
greener and more aesthetically appealing.
Other:
• Parking expansion: the gravel parking area
at the Grand Mosque was expanded to

Meeting with Minister of Children & Youth Opportunities
The Provincial Minister of Children and Youth
Opportunities Kevin Chief visited the Waverley
mosque on
April 08. The
Minister met a
group of youth
and some
members of the
MIA EC. The
youth engaged
the minister in a
candid discussion on issues
concerning
youth activities and needs. The Minister toured
the mosque and copies of the Quran and other
literature was given to him.

Muslim Student Association
(MSA) elections:

MSA University of Manitoba elections were held.
The following were elected for a one-year term.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

accommodate an additional 100 cars.
Painting: Interior painting work at both the
Grand and Hazelwood Mosques were
mostly completed.
Picnic tables: Picnic tables were installed at
both the Grand and Hazelwood Mosques.
The tables have been conveniently located
for members of the community to relax and
enjoy outdoors.
Washroom replacement: Both the male and
female washrooms at the Hazelwood have
been completely and fully renovated.

President: Sr. Atinuke Zainab Babalola
Vice President: Sr. Ishraat Masood
Office Manager: Sr. Muna Ali
Media Commissioner: Zeeshan Zamir
Treasurer: Muhammad Salim Tourabaly

Songs for Hope - Maher Zain
Live Fundraising Concert

On Friday, March 15th a fundraising concert
was held for the
victims of war in
Syria. The event
was locally organized by IslamAlive
team in coordination with Islamic
International Relief.
The renown munshid Maher Zain and comedian
Omar Regan performed at this concert. The
concert was held at Jubilee Place Concert Hall on
173 Talbot Ave and was full to capacity. Close to
$50,000 was collected.

Seeking Freedom of Religion
in Ethiopia:

On March 9th a dinner was held by the local
Abyssinian group to create awareness about the
plight of Muslims in Ethiopia. The event was held
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at the University of Winnipeg - Riddell Hall. The
program included video presentations, speeches
by various local speakers such as Ishmael
Mukhtar, Dr. Nazir Khan and Ethiopian political
analyst Johar Mohamed.

Junaid Jamshed and Mufti
Asim visit:

J. Jamshede, a well-known former singer in
Pakistan and Mufti Asim from Vancouver visited
Winnipeg on April
05. A large number
of people turned
out to listen to some
of the nasheeds of
Jamshede and
speeches of Mufti
Asim. This visit was
part of a fundraising tour for Ihsan
School in Vancouver. Close to $40,000 was raised.

Ramadan Hampers

This year 100 Ramadan hampers were put
together and distributed in a joint effort by the
Canadian Muslim Women’s Institute (CMWI),
the Manitoba Islamic Association (MIA) and
community members.
Distributing Ramadan/Eid hampers is an
annual effort that allows Muslims to earn
blessings /
barakah from
Allaah SWT
during this
blessed month
and allows the
families
receiving them
to have a
comfortable Ramadan and Eid. However, there
are many Muslim families who are in dire need

of food throughout the year. CMWI has over 80
families registered who need your sadaqa on a
monthly basis to be able to feed them. Every
month we have more families being added to the
list. CMWI’s pantry is desperately trying to fill the
gnawing hunger of our brothers and sisters, who
do not have enough to eat, nor the financial
means to buy enough food.
CMWI would be most grateful if the community would consider making regular monthly
donations of food or money throughout the year
so that the pantry never runs out food as has
happened so often in the past.
Donations can be made to CMWI by calling
943.8539 or visiting us at cmwi.ca. Those providing donations of over $20 will receive a tax
receipt.

CMWI Brunch Fundraiser

The Canadian Muslim Women’s Institute
(CMWI) hosted its first ever brunch at the
Waverley Grand Masjid on Sunday June 16th,
2013. Our guests were able to choose from a
delicious array of
scrambled eggs,
French toast, chicken
pasta, breads, and
desserts, to name a
few. Thanks to all
our guests who
made our event a
successful one. Many
thanks for your kind
donations also, may
Allah reward you for
your kindness. We are grateful to our secret chef,
and to our many volunteers, who helped us
make this event such a success.
These contributions will be used to help
purchase food for our pantry, provide social
gatherings for women to meet other women,
assist those who need a helping hand until they
can find jobs to support their children, amongst
their very many needs. Our fundraisers are
important because they go a long way in assisting new women immigrants and their families
get a good start in their new homeland, Canada.
Your contributions help us make this all possible.
Insha Allah we will be able to host more
brunches in the upcoming years. Jazakallah
Khair. For more information please visit our
website at cmwi.ca
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Article:

Volunteers are the Heart
of Our Community
By: Sr. Duaa Kanan*
Canadians are always encouraged to get
involved in their communities by participating
in different activities. According to Volunteer
Canada, there are more than 13.3 million
volunteers in Canada who get recognized and
celebrated for what they do throughout the
year. In fact, Canada has appointed the last
week of April as the National Volunteer Week
to say thank you to all of the volunteers who
are doing incredible things and making changes
across our nation.
Non-profit organizations and volunteer
groups are always looking for someone like you
who is ready to make a difference. To find an
opportunity that suits your interests, start with
your school, college or university- you may
want to discuss your options with your
guidance counselor or faculty advisor. There
are many opportunities to suit different
interests, motivations and commitment levels.
Here is a list of some places you may want
to try:
On the University of Manitoba campus:

• Disability services
• Science Student Association
• Tutoring clubs (ex. Chem club, Stat club,
etc)
• Student life
• UMSU student union
• Groups representing national or international organizations such as Students
Offering Support Manitoba Chapter, Let's
Talk Science and more
• Biomedical Youth Program
Off campus:
• Winnipeg Harvest
• Big Brothers Big Sisters
• United Way
Go to www.myvop.ca for an extensive list of
volunteer opportunities as well as scholarships and
awards available to students like you.
Why wait? Start making a difference in your
community today.
* Sr. Duaa Kanan is a recipient of Volunteer Service
Award
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Article:

Egypt: A status update
through the eyes of a visitor
Israa Elgazzar

R

eflecting on the article I
wrote last for the Manitoba Muslim magazine
saddens me. I wrote about the
atmosphere in post revolution
Egypt. I wrote of collective hope
and a sense of unity among the
people of Egypt. I wrote of a
victory for every Egyptian. Even
upon visiting the country after
the revolution, one could sense
excitement and a willingness to
work together in every Egyptian
household. It boggles my mind
how the results of this beautiful
revolution could be counteracted
and almost undone in just over
two years. This year, we visit the
country as it suffers under a
merciless military coup. Perhaps
the revolution did not quite
eradicate symbols of the ancient
regime. They plotted for the
destruction of the results of a
great revolution-- those unfaithful Egyptians who have an evil
desire that the country forever
remain under a blanket of
darkness because that is what is
in their best interest. It is because
of them that this country is now
in a state of limbo.
It comes as no surprise that
the individuals leading this
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anti-revolution are also the ones
with all the money in this country. Over the last few years, thirtytwo Egyptian families have
managed to monopolize most of
Egypt’s capital and assets. The
gap in income distribution is an
ever expanding gash that bleeds
pure Egyptian blood. This
disparity is not statistics on a
piece of paper. Come to Egypt
and mingle with its people. You

will see and feel the disparity.
During my visits to Egypt I have
been in neighborhoods where the
richest of the rich live an isolated
life. Driving on the roads of
Egypt, I've also seen children who
seem to be as young as ten
picking at piles of garbage
because that is what they do for a
living. The concept that a minority lives a life of gross luxury
simultaneously whilst being

aware that a majority lives in
poverty and cannot afford to eat
is disgusting and tear jerking at
the same time. The word poor in
this country does not mean one
cannot afford to go on vacations
or live in homes of amazing
grandeur. Poor in this country
means one cannot afford the
basic necessities. Poor in this
country means one cannot afford
to eat or drink, acquire an
education, buy medicine or go to
a hospital. Poor in this country
means lacking every possible
resource that constitutes an
honorable life. I realize that this
is the case in many neighboring
and non-neighboring countries.
Seeing it, however, and experiencing it in front of you is quite
different than reading about it on
the news or in our economics
textbooks.
What we need is the collaboration of a faithful government
with citizens who are understanding and educated. Coming
to the realization that the
majority of the current generation of Egyptians has been raised
under a corrupt media and
lacking education during the
Mubarak regime leaves little to
no hope for a true lasting reform.
With the recent overthrow of
quite possibly the first truly
elected Egyptian president,
remaining hope diminishes even
more. We can only hope that
despite the lack of scope in
understanding the current
political situation, the unconditional love for this country
engrained in the hearts of many
Egyptians can bring us together
once more. Let us pray that with
the coming of Eid, Egypt and the
Islamic ummah alike will be in a
better condition than what we
see today.
*Pictures taken July, 2013

The Canadian Federation of Bridge
Builders Awards
Br. Dr. Farouq Chebib*
The Canadian Federation of Bridge
Builders (CFOBB) held a reception
at the Wildewood Country Club in
Winnipeg on Wednesday evening
July 3, 2013 to honor the 2013
winners of the $500 Manitoba
Bridge Builder Awards. Four young
high school graduates of four
different ethnic origins, four
different cultures and four different
faiths won the awards that were
placed by the CFOBB at the School
Divisions in Winnipeg. From left to
right, they are:
Amandeep Sehira of Maple
Collegiate who received the award
from the Seven Oaks School
Division for her work with multicultural multi-faith community
children.
Shahab Valipour Kolti of Churchill
High School received the award for
the Winnipeg School Division for
his work in bringing together fellow
students of differing backgrounds.
Janelle A. Chilton of River West
Collegiate received the award from
the River East Transcona School
Division for helping the aboriginal
children in the tri-school mentoring
program.
Sarah Abdalla of college Louis Riel
received the award from the
Division Scolaire Francomanitobaine for her artistic achievements in
the field of bridge building.
The reception was attended by a
representative from each winning
school, parents of the recipients,
sponsors of Bridge Builder awards
and other guests. Dr. Farouk
Chebib, president of the Canadian

Federation of Bridge Builders,
hosted the reception. He announced, in his welcome speech
that for the upcoming school year,
CFOBB plans to place 53 Bridge
Builders awards in the Province of
Manitoba so that every high school
student in the province will be
eligible to win an award (that will
be one long awards dinner!!). He
also explained that the CFOBB has
recently expanded its scope to
include all misunderstood cultural
groups such. Each of the winners
was introduced by a school
representative who elaborated on
the achievements of the student in
building inter-cultural, inter-racial,
inter-faith bridges of understanding
between Canadian groups. The
Canadian Federation of Bridge
Builders presented each of the
winners with a certificate conferring
upon them the title of “Bridge
Builder”.
Mrs. Rana Abdalla, gave the
keynote address congratulating the
young Bridge Builders and
encouraging them to live up to their
new titles and become future
leaders in their communities and
defenders of human rights.
Several guests pledged to sponsor
individual awards including Mr.
Abdo (Albert) El-Tassi, a prominent
Winnipeg businessman, who
pledged to sponsor eight awards.
Realty Executives, a first choice real
estate agency in Manitoba, sponsored next year’s award for the St
James-Assiniboa School Division.
*Dr. Farouq Chebib is a community
elder and founder of CFOBB.
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Article:

East African Scholars.
By: Ismael Mukhtar

I

slam’s presence in the Horn
of Africa dates back to the
early days of Islam’s appearance in Arabia. The first wave of
Muslim immigrants came to
Abyssinia from Mecca five years
after the emergence of Islam.
They came in two waves to
escape the persecution they
were subjected to by the Meccan
pagans. Their total number is
estimated in the hundreds. Most
of them later returned to Arabia
after staying in Abyssinia for
approximately 13 years. As
confirmed by Muslim historians
and scholars of hadith, Negashi
–the king of Abyssinia- was
among the first Africans to
accept Islam. It is plausible,
given the length of time that
these migrants stayed in
Abyssinia, their relatively large
numbers and the support they
received from Negashi, that
there might have been other
locals who accepted Islam at
this early stage. In subsequent
years, Islam spread steadily
across the Horn of Africa,
transforming the lives of its
people and profoundly shaping
their values and cultures. Over
a period of centuries, Islam
became an integral component
of the cultures, traditions,
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civilization and history of the
Horn of Africa.
Islam’s emphasis on acquiring knowledge and the high
regard it gave to learned people,
had a transformational impact on
the people of the Horn. Driven
by the desire to recite and
understand the Quran, various
elementary learning schools were
established in mosques across
villages and towns to teach
people the Quran, Arabic and
fundamentals of Islam. Advanced learning institutions were
also established to train Qadis
(judges), Imams and preachers.
Many towns became known
locally as centers of learning. The
city of Harar stood in prominence as one of the centers of
learning. Abu Al-Khair, a Saudi
intellectual, describes the city of
Harar as the “Qairawan equivalent of East Africa”.
Many of the young men
traveled abroad seeking higher
and more advanced knowledge.
For centuries, Hijaz and Yemen
were among their favorite
destinations. Some of them
even went as far as Deoband in
India! Later, Al-Azhar in Egypt
became a magnet of attraction
for many of them. The number
of these students in Al-Azhar

became so significant that –similar to students from other
regions- a compartment (rwaq)
was designated for them within
Al-Azhar compound. Further,
endowments (waqf) were
established to provide financial
assistance specifically to these
students. This designated rwaq
came to be known as Rwaq
Az-zyalia (in reference to the
port of Zaila in Somalia); later it
was re-named Rwaq Al-Jabarta
(possibly in reference to the
largest Muslim Sultanate in
Eastern Abyssinia known as
Jabra). Al-Azhar graduates who
came from the Horn of African
or trace their origins to the
Horn were commonly referred
to as Az-zailai or Al-Jabarti.
Over the course of years, many
prominent scholars and personalities came to be identified by
the title of Zailai or Jabarti.
Among the well-recognized
classical scholars and historians,
two Zailai and Jabarti scholars
are noted for their important
contributions to the fields of Hadith and history. The first
among the two is: Al-Hafiz
Jamaladin Abdullah Ibn Yusuf
Az-zailai (died 762 Hijrah). He
was a prominent authority in
Islamic sciences and in particu-

lar, hadith. He was given the
title of Al-Hafiz (one of the
highest title designations
among scholars of hadith) in
recognition for his primacy in
hadith. The late Mufti, Sheikh
Ibrahim Al-Mukhtar describes
him as the “equivalent of
Al-Hafiz Al-Iraqi”- a highly
regarded Iraqi scholar of
hadith-. Al-Hafiz Jamaladin
authored various books.
Among them are: Nasb ArRaya takhreej Ahadeeth
Al-Hidaya made up of four
volumes. In this book, he
reviewed and commented on
the authenticity of the hadith
contained in the book of
Al-Hidaya, an important
Hanafi jurisprudence reference
book authored by Al-Mirghinani. As well, Al-Hafiz did a
similar work on the book of
Al-Kashaf, a well-known book
on the Tafseer of the Quran
(exegesis) authored by Al-Zamakashri. Al-Hafiz Az-zailai
himself was a student of
another prominent Zailai
scholar known as Fakhraddin
Az-zaila, who was also an
accomplished author.
The second scholar is:
Abdulrahman Ibn Hassan
Al-Jabarti (1753-1825 AD). He
was a prominent historian
whose ancestors migrated from
the Horn of Africa. His family
produced a number of scholars;
his father and grandfather were
noted scholars. He was educated
in Al-Azhar University and is
the author of numerous books.
The most celebrated of his books
is: Aja'ib al-athar fi al-tarajim
wal-akhbar (Wondrous seeds of
men and their deeds) in four
volumes. This book covers the
history of Egypt from 1688 to
1821 AD. It provides a vital
eyewitness account of Napoleon
Bonaparte's invasion of Egypt

(1798-1801) and the subsequent
seizure of power by Muhammad
Ali. Al-Jabarti’s works remain as
one of the principal sources for
historians interested in the
history of Egypt.
The wave of students from
the Horn of Africa pursuing
advanced learning opportunities
continued unabated for centuries. Some of these students went
back to their countries of origin
and enriched the Islamic scholar-

ship in their regions; others chose
to settle in the countries in which
they studied or elsewhere;
serving in various scholarly and
judicial capacities. This scholarly
legacy remains the source of
inspiration and guidance for
many of the young in the region
today.
(Reproduced from: Badr
Magazine, 2009 convention
edition with some modification
by author.)

Community Profile : Sr. Rani Claire
Profiled by: Raja El-Mazini*

S

impression of the Winnipeg
Muslim community?

r. Rani Claire is an avid and
dedicated member of
MIA’s Events committee.
Whether it is a community
dinner, carnival, seminar or
workshop, Sr.Rani is always
working hard in the background,
ensuring the event runs smoothly and successfully. She is an
early immigrant and long time
convert. Below is an excerpt of
her interview with the Manitoba
Muslim Magazine.
Raja: Can you tell me a bit about
your background? Where you
were born and raised; and how
did you end up in Winnipeg?
Rani: I was born in a in the
district of Ropar, which is in
North India, an area which is
popularly known as Punjab. My
parents came to Canada in 1975
when I was 5 years old so I
started my schooling (kindergarten) in Winnipeg. My father’s
eldest brother advised my
parents that Canada was a great
country to raise a family and
offered a good opportunity to
find jobs. Winnipeg is not a
popular city in Canada like,
Toronto, Montreal or Vancouver.
For me…..Winnipeg is “HOME”!
Raja: How were you first
introduced to Islam?
Rani: I have always been
surrounded with Islam. I was
born in a Sikh family and my
parents owned a grocery store.
Our customers were from many
faiths and diverse cultures that
provided me with various
exposures to multiculturalism.
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Rani: Initially I was not involved
with the Muslim community very
much. There were not many
programs for new converts in 1992
in Winnipeg that I was aware of. I
would have definitely searched for
more knowledge had I known of
the opportunities that were
available to me.
It was only in 1989 that I met a
gentleman that helped me to
choose the path of Islam.
Raja: What was the biggest
influence in making that life
changing decision?
Rani: Wish I had some amazing
reason for the revert to Islam,
but reality is that this life
changing decision came about in
my relationship and marriage. I
have always been a spiritual
person and always called upon a
high power for answers. Each
day I grew closer to the real
meaning of Islam. Even to this
day, I think we all search…that
is our “jihad”. The marriage did
not last but my decision will
stay with me until I die. Alhumdu Lillah!
I am keeping this question to a
minimum, otherwise I could write
a book. Hmmmm maybe that is
something I should do one day as I
have seen and experienced much
in my lifetime. For now, this is
something for me to ponder upon,
but I like the idea.
Raja: What was your first

Raja: How did you first become
involved in the Muslim Community?
Rani: I was approached by an
MIA member to join the Events
Committee in January 2012. I took
the challenge and it has been a
wonderful pleasure ever since. It
is a great chance to make positive
changes for our community. I am
able to meet so many people and
learn so much from them. I just
wish I could have done this sooner
when I was younger and had
more energy. Again this is the
jihad, which we all go through.
Raja: Can you please describe
your current role in the Manitoba
Islamic Association?
Rani: I work in the Events
Committee where we organize
entire events from start to finish.
This allows us to organize the
event in such a way as to provide
a smooth process throughout. We
also help out other committees
when called upon.
Raja: What are your views on the
MIA and its role in the Winnipeg
Muslim Community?

Rani: The MIA can provide an
opportunity for fellow Muslims to
access information and provide a
social setting to new and existing
members of the community.
Everyone could find a common
bond to help us support each
other in building a stronger
community.

also be done across cultures.
Similar to a Folklorama style, food
based events (traditional and
modern) can also attract people in
a relaxed setting.

Raja: What are your thoughts on
the community and challenges we
currently face?

Rani: I would like to see our
community as a strong support to
all Muslims throughout their lives

Rani: Our community has a
strong base of individual cultures
and traditions. Our challenge
would be to work together to
provide a strong and united
community and support to new
members.
Raja: With the community
growing steadily, it seems
increasingly difficult to attract
Muslim youth and adults to
various community events. In
your opinion what are some
barriers to bringing people out to
activities and becoming active
participants in community
events?
Rani: One of the barriers would
be to find a way to mix the
modern world we are living in
with the established traditions we
have been raised with. By
recognizing our past and the
experiences we have gained, we
need to move forward but never
forget where we have come from.
Raja: What are some things you
think that MIA can do attract
more youth and adults?
Rani: Possible solutions would be
to have elders speak of their
experiences to younger members
or have younger members share
their experiences with elders and
between themselves. This can

Raja: Where do you hope to see
our community in 10-20 years
from now?

starting from the youth born in
Canada or new immigrants
arriving in Canada. With education and participation in our
community, we can provide access
to all ages for support, guidance,
and a sense of belonging to the
Muslim faith and beyond.
* Raja El-Mazini is a member of the
Editorial Board of the Manitoba
Muslim Magazine.

Interview: Sheikh Hassam El-Adawi, visiting Qari
Interviewed by: Mohamed Hanny*

I

n Ramadan of 2013, the
Muslim community in
Winnipeg was privileged to
have as a guest, one of Egypt's fine
Qari's (Quranic experts and
reciters), Sheikh Hasan Al-Adawi,
to lead Taraweeh, recite Quran in
the masjid, and give us short
reminders after prayers. We were
fortunate to be able to interview
Sheikh Hasan; the gist of which
follows.
A little about Sheikh Hasan:
He was born in Sa'eed (southern
rural Egypt) and would move to
Cairo with his family where he
attended elementary school.
However, later on, he would take
4 years off from his formal
schooling in order to attend to a
family business and associated
responsibilities.
How Sheikh Hasan began his
Quran studies:
Sh. Hasan describes his decision
to pursue Quranic studies as one
guided by Allah. He began his
memorization of the Quran at the
age of 15 in the local masjid where
he would memorize and recite the
Quran daily after Maghrib prayer
with the local Quran teacher,
memorizing one page a day.
In three years he had perfected
his memorization. Within that
time, he was accepted into the
Institution of Quranic Recitation.
He furthered his Quranic studies,
recitations, and pursued Uloom
Al-Quran (Quranic sciences) even
further.
Sh. Hasan mentioned that he
was ranked first and second
nationally, at different times,
when he was in the Institute. After
graduating from the Institute Sh.
Hasan now teaches
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Quranic Sciences at Al-Azhar
University in Egypt.
Some of the Qurraa' (reciters) the
Sheikh grew up listening to:
Undoubtedly, Sh. Hasan mentions
that he grew up listening to, and
enjoying the late Sheikh Abdulbasit Abdulsamad very much, as he
was very famous across Egypt, and
soon, across the globe, for his
recitations. However, in his later
years, Sh. Hasan became very
attached to Sheikh Minshawi,
another famed Egyptian reciter,
whose recordings he said he would
passionately listen to. Other
reciters he would listen to were
Sheikhs Muhammad Anwar,
Muhammad Rif'aat, Sayyid
Mitwalli and others.
Some of the countries the Sheikh
travelled to:
Canada was not the first country
he would travel to. Sheikh Hasan
first travelled to Comoros in 2004,
which he said was very fond of,
and admired as a beautiful place.
He also went to Nigeria in 2005,
noting it to be a very simple and
humbling place, describing the
people and the environment as
very peaceful. He went to Belgium
in 2007, alongside Holland and
Germany, Jordan in 2009, and
Spain in 2012. He also went to
Kuwait and Yemen.
Advice for those who want to
memorize the Quran:
The Sheikh said that memorizing

the Quran requires motivation,
and for one to recognize with all
honesty his own capabilities. He
mentioned that half a page a day
would mean the Quran would
be memorized in about 4 years.
Even if one would take an ayah a
day, it wouldn't be long before
Al-Baqara (the longest chapter in
the Quran) would be memorized. He recommended that
those who are desirous of memorizing the Quran should get
involved with a Sheikh, because
that is how it was meant to be,
for people to listen, and then to
recite the Quran to a Sheikh so
that he can correct him. Also, it
is important for the students to
compete with each other, and for
the masjid to encourage Quran
competitions.
How the Sheikh keeps his
memorization intact:
Sheikh Hasan knows that it is
extremely important to maintain his memorization. He
revises the Quran every year in
Ramadan during Taraweeh, as
well as throughout the year in
prayers.
Impression of Winnipeg, the
community, and words of advice:
Sh. Hasan says that the city is a
beautiful place, and is much like
the European countries he went to
before. He also advises that the
community be committed to
Dawah and calling people to Islam,
and also be committed to forming
its own institutions where the
youth and the community can be
nurtured in a warm and uplifting
environment.
*Mohamed Hanny is a community
youth activist.

Interview: Terry Macleod, CBC Radio host.
Interviewed by: Sr. Kimberley Turman*

T

erry Macleod is a wellrespected journalist to the
Muslim community for his
efforts to help build strong lines
of communication and understanding between the Muslims
and their fellow Manitobans.
Islamic Social Services Association (ISSA) recently gave an
award to Terry at their April
Fundraising Dinner Event,
acknowledging his efforts.
Sr. Kimberley: What can you tell
us about yourself.
Terry Macleod: I was born in
1951 in Charlottetown, Prince
Edward Island. I'm the middle
child in a family of 3 boys. My
parents were both from rural
PEI. Both had very little formal
schooling, leaving school before
grade 6. My family is of Scottish
and English descent and my
ancestors have been in PEI for
more than 200 years. They were
carpenters, ship builders, farm
machinery mechanics and oyster
fishermen. I was educated in
Charlottetown and eventually
went to The University of Prince
Edward Island. I studied
psychology and graduated with
a BA. While at UPEI I was a
teaching assistant, was active
with the Students' Union,
volunteered on campus radio
and worked as a club DJ. My
early career work was as a social
worker in PEI and in Burnaby BC
and Thunder Bay Ontario.
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Sr. Kimberley: When did you
decide to be a journalist? What
provoked that interest?
Terry Macleod: I was always a
very active reader and I read very
widely. I almost fell into journalism. I found myself living in
Thunder Bay working on a street
program for delinquent kids when
I met a group of actors. They were
offering classes so I signed up. I
really liked acting. They liked me.
I quit the street program after 3
years when the theatre offered me
a full time job. I loved it. I wrote,
acted, built sets and toured with
the theatre. I eventually met some
people in Thunder Bay working in
experimental TV with the National
Film Board. I went to work for
them and began to learn TV
production techniques. I turned to
the CBC Radio station in Thunder
Bay asking if they could help me
to become a better writer. They

took me on as a freelance producer
and really liked what I did. I had
been working also with native
language broadcasters in Northern
Ontario and in Arctic Quebec in
community development radio.
While in Arctic Quebec CBC
Thunder Bay called me and asked
me to come back to a full time job
there. I reluctantly left the Arctic
and went back to produce,
research and co-host the morning
show in Thunder Bay. I eventually
was offered a secondment at
CBC's hit radio show Morningside
with Peter Gzowski at the Network HQ in Toronto. I spent 6
years there and was eventually
offered a job at CBC Winnipeg's
Information Radio as a co-host. I
had always been interested in
ideas, literature, culture, community development, media, architecture, theatre, aboriginal cultures
and the natural world.
Sr. Kimberley: What qualities do
you see essential to be an effective
journalist?
Terry Macleod: Curiosity,
unwillingness to accept superficial explanations, a fundamental
preoccupation with justice,a deep
love of humanity and community
and an endless desire to read and
to understand people different
from you.
Sr. Kimberley: When was your
first contact with the local
Muslim community?

Terry Macleod: I was lucky
enough to be invited to a
community dinner at Riddell
Hall at the University of Winnipeg about 10 years ago with a lot
of Muslim Winnipeggers and a
cross section of non-Muslim
Winnipeg public figures. I was
amazed to meet such a diverse,
gregarious group of people who
had been largely invisible to me.
Sr. Kimberley: What perceptions
did you have about Islam and
Muslims before you made
contact. Have any of those
perceptions changed, and why.
Terry Macleod: I knew nothing
about Muslims. I had seen
Lawrence of Arabia. I had not
read the Koran. I had interviewed
Shahina Siddiqui but had not met
any other Muslims. 9/11 changed
everything. Suddenly I had the
obligation to find out more about
Islam. I read a bio of Saddam
Hussein. I read Milton Viorst's In
The Shadow of The Prophet. I
read Albert Hourani's A History
of Arab-Speaking Peoples. I read
Paul Johnson's A History of The
Jews. I cannot describe adequately how much my perceptions
have since changed. I now feel as
if I have intimate friendships
with a number of Muslims. I met
Martin Itzkow who was running
Leadership Winnipeg and he
asked me to help that organization. I volunteered there and
when Martin later asked me to
get involved with a new organization called The Canadian
Muslim Leadership Institute I
said yes. I began to meet people
through CMLI and loved it and
loved them. I found an openness
among the young Muslims I met
there and was thrilled at the
chance to talk deeply with them
about their world and their
views.

Sr. Kimberley: Over the last few
years you have worked closely
with the Muslim community.
How have you found that
experience?
Terry Macleod: I care deeply
about my Muslim friends. We
share a lot of values in common
with them. We care about
tolerance, community, love,
openness, curiosity and the
creation of a more inclusive
Canada and Manitoba.
Sr. Kimberley: You have also been
involved with the Canadian
Muslim Leadership Institute
(CMLI). Can you tell us more
about that?
Terry Macleod: I helped as a
facilitator and mentor. I was an
active participant in the creation
of community outreach strategies
that lead us all to meet many
people outside our conventional
social worlds. I felt too I was able
to help young Muslims get an
introduction to a style of journalism that refused to vilify or
persecute them. I was able to
invite them into the media realm
in a way that allowed them to
speak for themselves so that
others could come to understand
them better. I also was thrilled at
how I was able to get to know
Muslims as people first and faith
practitioners second. I found a
commonality of interests among
many Muslims that matched my
interests. I developed a deeper
respect for the practice of Islam
and the central tenets of the faith.
Sr. Kimberley: You were recently
presented with an award in April
at an ISSA Fundraising dinner in
recognition of your continued
support and efforts in helping to
build bridges of understanding.
How did you feel about that?

Terry Macleod: I was so touched,
I didn't know what to say. I felt
that I was being rewarded for
the development of deep and
cherished relationships. It felt
odd actually in that I was being
given an award for making new
and valuable friends. I feel so
lucky to have had my world so
enlarged by exposure to the
Muslims of Winnipeg. I was
driven by my journalistic
curiosity to explore an aspect of
community life here of which I
had little knowledge and I was
lucky enough to find in the Muslims I met here a willingness to
allow themselves to become
known to me and, through my
work with CBC, to the larger
community.
Sr. Kimberley: In your opinion,
what can be done to improve
relations and the Muslim community further.
Terry Macleod: I deeply
encourage us all to get to know
our neighbours. So many of us
think we know about the "other"
but we must reach out to the
"other" and welcome them into
our world. I would encourage
religious and cultural communities in particular to reach out
beyond their own communities
and invite the "other" to join
them. We should encourage our
employers to hire a greater
diversity of employees to better
reflect the changing community
they serve. Our political leaders
should embrace the wider
community and invite everyone
in. Muslims should reach
outside of their own communities and take part in larger
community life - particularly as
volunteers.
* Sr. Kimberley Turman is
member of Manitoba Muslim
Editorial Board.
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Interview: Duaa Kannan, recipient of Volunteer Service Award
Interviewed by: Nusraat Masoud*

I

recently sat down with Duaa
Kanan, a third year science
student, who feels honored
and grateful being recognized
for her hard work founding the
Winnipeg Chapter of “Students
Offering Support” at the
University of Manitoba. She
received the Volunteer Service
Award (Youth leadership
category) from Premier Greg
Selinger at the Volunteer
Manitoba 30th annual dinner.
She was gracious enough to
have a discussion with me. The
excerpts are below.
Nusraat: Why volunteer? Don’t
you need the money? What’s
the motivation? Why not get a
real job?
Duaa: I think it’s important to
participate and offer time and
energy in one’s community. I
feel a great satisfaction from
seeing smiling faces and it
reinforces the good work being
done. It’s also an excellent way
to meet different people and
learn how to interact with
different people. It can offer
important introductory opportunities to your career that you
wouldn’t otherwise have access
to. It’s a great opportunity to
develop skills.
Nusraat: You couldn’t do that
while working?
Duaa: In many cases no. For
example, I have a passion for
children and their health. I do
not have the experience necessary to work in hospitals but I
can volunteer in one. Also, it’s a
risk free way to address the
difficult decision of choosing a
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career path. You can do something for a little bit and figure out
if you would like to continue or
not.
Nusraat: Where did you go to
high school?
Duaa: I went to high school in
Ontario, John Fraser Secondary
School in Mississauga.
Nusraat: What brought you to
Winnipeg, Manitoba?
Duaa: I moved with my family.
My father got a career opportunity here.
Nusraat: Tell me about your
student group.
Duaa: Well I loved tutoring and I
was looking for ways to do it
while fundraising for CancerCare. I went to my student
advisor and was discouraged
from pursuing the project
because there were many private
tutoring groups and they are
better established at this point.
The student advisor did make
me aware of another opportunity
though; a national group called
Students Offering Support. I sent
the national office my cover letter
and resume and they agreed to

have me start and lead the
chapter at the University of
Manitoba. We started in the
summer of 2012. We had 10
people in the beginning but
eventually grew to 30 different
positions. Our group offers
exam review for first year and
second year students. Our tutors
are all exceptional as in order for
them to volunteer with us they
need to achieve an A or A+.
Students that want tutoring
donate $20 for a 3-hour review
package.
Nusraat: How do you keep your
tutors motivated? You have high
achieving tutors that are sought
after.
Duaa: A lot of them want to
develop their teaching skills.
Some want to make a difference.
We offer discounted review
courses for those who volunteer
(MCAT, GMAT) so there is some
benefit to volunteering with us. I
think a lot of the tutors enjoy the
tangible results; they see how
their students are progressing
and improving based on their
efforts.
Nusraat: What experiences have
you had in your life that have led
you to take a leadership role like
this?
Duaa: It takes a lot of creativity
to tutor and fundraise. I think I
became more creative when I
moved to Canada from Syria. In
Syria my education was centered
on memorization and knowing
facts and being exposed to many
different subject areas. In
Canada there is a definite
emphasis on group work and
projects. There is a priority in

understanding material and not
memorizing it. In Canada I got
to present my work in front of
my class. I had never done that
in Syria. For example, in high
school I was challenged to
develop posters and information
packages about goiters and I
had to create videos about
society’s views on genetically
modified foods. Eventually I
grew to like teamwork and
gained confidence as a leader.
Also, I am enrolled in the
Canadian Muslim Leadership
Institute and I have learned
many things about perfecting
myself. I would highly recommend it to everyone. You have
exposure to different people,
ages and nationalities and can
pursue excellence.
Nusraat: Some will view you as
a role model. How does that
make you feel? Do you find
difficulty wearing the hijab and
taking on leadership roles
outside your Muslim community?
Duaa: I would love if it some
person can learn from my
passion and interest. Wearing
hijab has not hurt me. When I
immigrated to this country we
learned that we had many
different opportunities and my
faith, gender, background, etc
would not hold me back. So far
I have found that to be true. I
am reaching my goals.
Nusraat: How do you manage
your time? What do you like to
do with your free time?
Duaa: I plan and use an agenda.
I post a schedule in my room
and reminders on my phone
and I have to do lists. I try and
keep things somewhat flexible
though so that if something
unexpected happens I can adapt
and recover. I hate wasting

time. I think time is very
valuable. It’s not something you
can rewind. I like to help my
mom and spend time with my
family. I try to be a well-rounded person academically, socially,
and I try and stay healthy. I help
my grandparents lose weight, I
use the treadmill and use fitness
videos and I think there is a
strong correlation between
mental health and physical
health so I try and stay active.

Duaa: Fuschia.
Nusraat: What’s your favourite
place on Earth?
Duaa: Damascus, Syria.
Nusraat: What’s your fondest
memory?
Duaa: When we lived in Syria I
loved to go to a really nice
restaurant with my family and be
surrounded with beautiful
nature.

Nusraat: What’s your favourite
book other than the Quran.
Duaa: I love my science textbooks and I also read journal
articles.

Nusraat: Ok, any final words?
Duaa: I just want to encourage
girls and women to be involved
in their schools and take advantage of all the resources that are
available. I would like to share a
few ideas about how others can
get involved through volunteering. I would like to thank my
family, friends, peers and
volunteers for helping me to
develop into a well-rounded and
caring person.

Nusraat: What’s your favourite
colour?

* Sr. Nusraat is member of Manitoba
Muslim Editorial Board.

Nusraat: What’s your favourite
food?
Duaa: Anything that comes out
of my mother’s kitchen is great.
My favourite is kebbeh: a fried
bulgar ball with meat and onion.

Achievement:

Dareen El-Sayed, Science
Competition Winner:

D

areen El-Sayed is a
grade 11 student. She
always had great
interest in science especially the
medical field and her dream is
to go into medicine. In grade 8
she did a project on the antibiotic activity in herbs and spices.
She was particularly interested
in the idea of natural alternatives and medical properties in
food. This year with diabetes
being a global dilemma, she
started looking at different
herbs, spices, and grains for antidiabetic activity and how to
identify and isolate the responsible compound. That's how she
got the idea of her project,
"Anti-diabetic Activity in
Rosemary". Medicinal properties
in food are integral to natural
healing and would be of great
importance especially in
developing nations. It’s been a
great success for Sr. Dareen. She
is greatly thankful to professor
Athar Ata at the University of
Winnipeg for her assistance as
well her parents for their
support and encouragement.
Dareen presented her projects to
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the Winnipeg Schools Science
Fair, Manitoba Schools Science
Symposium and Canada-Wide
Science Fair. This is summary of
the awards she received on her
science projects:
 Three year recognition Sanofi
BioGENEius Challenge
Canada Award Plaque
 Gold medal at regional
science fair
 Most Outstanding Project in
Regional Fair Plaque
 Gold medal at provincial
science fair
 Best Physical Sciences Project
at Provincial Science Fair
($300)

 Communication award
 The Manitoba Health Re
search Council Award ($250)
 The University of Manitoba
Faculty of Medicine Science
Innovator Award ($100)
 Compounds Unlimited
Award of Excellence ($100)
 Special award from Granny's
Poultry Award of Excellence
($100)
 AOAC International
Analytical Sciences Award
($100)
 Finalist to Canada Wide
Science Fair (Nationals in
Alberta)
 Silver Medal at Nationals
($300)
 Entrance scholarship to
University of Dalhousie
($2500)
 Entrance scholarship to
University of Ottawa ($2000)
 Entrance scholarship to
University of Western
Ontario ($2000)
 Entrance scholarship to UBC
($2000)
Congratulations to Sr. Dareen

Ramadan Word Search

Reports: MIA Muslim Culture Day
The first Muslim Culture Day
was successfully held at the
Waverley Mosque gym. Hundreds of Non-Muslim and
Muslim visitors, as well as,
politicians from various stripes
attended the event. A total of ten
Muslim cultures were represented. Included in them were: Sierra
Leone, Palestine, Sudan, Iraq,
Egypt, Ethiopia, Bangladesh,
Syria, Kurdistan, and Pakistan.
Visitors enjoyed viewing the
variety of costumes, dresses, and
artifacts on display. Further, they
enjoyed the variety of food and
desserts provided free of charge
that include: Gulab Jaman
(Pakistan), Injera (Ethiopia),
Waraq Inab (Syria), kunafa
(Palestine), Abyssinian coffee,
Sudanese Karkade etc.
Members of other faiths were
given a tour of the masjid and
were handed free literature on
Islam. Many said that this was
their first ever visit to a mosque
and expressed their happiness to

experience the festive Muslim
environment. An elderly woman
said: “I always thought all
Muslims were Arabs, only now I
know that Muslims come from
different parts of the world”! This
will be a regular annual event.
Next year’s event is planned to be
much bigger.

MIA Extraordinary
General body meeting:

The MIA Extraordinary Meeting
called for by MIA EC, in accordance to Article XIV, Section 1 (c),
was held on June 01, 2013 at the
Grand Mosque. The purpose of
the meeting was to discuss and
ratify proposed amendments to
the MIA constitution. The amended constitution was drafted by the
MIA Ad-hoc Constitution Committee and reviewed by experts in
the subject matter. Prior to the
meeting (about two weeks) copies
of the draft constitution was
mailed to all registered members

Ethiopian corner

Iraqi Corner

Pakistani Corner

Bengali Corner
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of MIA, as required by the
constitution. The newly amended
constitution and by-laws were
fully ratified by the General
Assembly with some modifications. Copy of the newly ratified
constitution is now available on
MIA website. Below is an excerpt
of the letter sent by MIA EC to all
registered MIA members:
Summary of proposed changes
Back ground:
The MIA constitution was
formally ratified in the late 1960s.
It has served the community for
over 40 years. Over the years, our
community has grown in terms of
numbers and complexity. Given
the current reality of the community, it has become clearly evident
that our constitution needs to be
reviewed and updated to meet the
needs of the community. To that
end, the current MIA Executive
Council (EC) established an ad
hoc committee to review and
revise the constitution.

The opening ceremony
of the Bilal Mosque
By: Sr. Tinuke Zainab Babalola

Process:
The constitution committee
established by the MIA EC
comprised of the following:
• Br. Aftab Bukhari, a
community elder and
former President of MIA
in 1982.
• Dr. Ehab El-Salakawy
former President of
Sherbrook Islamic
Associa-		
tion
and current MIA 		
Trustee.
• Br. Salman Qureshi,
former MIA Trustee and
Secretary.
• Br. Louay Al-Ghoul,
current 2nd MIA Vice
President
The committee took at least 6
month of continued meetings to
produce a draft constitution. The
draft was reviewed by the MIA
EC. As well, the draft was sent to
external lawyers, Robert Tapper
and Ryan Catherine, for legal
review and opinion. Further, it
was sent to Dr. Iqbal Nadawi, a
well-known Muslim scholar, for
Islamic review and input. Other
individuals with lengthy organizational expertise were also
consulted. All comments received
were considered and incorporated as deemed essential.
Approach:
The approach taken by the
constitution committee was to
amend the current constitution

where amendments were necessary. The purpose was to create
greater clarity, strengthen the
MIA structure and establish
necessary safe guards.
Summary of major changes:
1. The constitution was split
into two parts: Constitution
and By-law. This is 		
standard organizational
norm. Constitution tends
to be general and by-laws
more detailed.
2. Board of Trustees was
replaced with Compliance
and Election Commission.
This commission will be in
charge of running EC
elections, Special General
Body meetings and 		
ensuring compliance of
MIA operations with the
constitution and bylaws.
3. Qualification requirements
for MIA EC positions were
enhanced to ensure elected
officials have the basic
skills and knowledge
necessary to run the affairs
of the MIA. As well, a
section on dysfunctional
EC was added.
4. Sections on code of ethics
and conflict of interest
were added.
5. Membership application
procedures and General
Assembly meeting proto
cols were enhanced to
create further clarity.

Since the early 1900’s when the
first Muslims arrived in Manitoba,
the Muslim community here has
continued to grow. From holding
prayers in jamah in someone’s
basement (1966), to getting
praying space at the Unitarian
church (1967-1971), and finally
getting it’s first masjid in Hazelwood (1975), our community has
come a long way. In June, something new was added to this
legacy: the Winnipeg Islamic
center (Masjid Bilal).
Masjid Bilal had its grand
opening on the 22nd of June 2013,
adding it to the list of numerous
masjids and prayer centers/
spaces present in the province.
The grand opening was presided
by key members of the community and well attended by the
Muslim community at large. We
had speeches by Sh. Ismael
Mukhtar, Br. Al-Haji Abdo
Ibrahim El Tassi, and Br. Kadar
Ahmed among other well-known
speakers. Sh. Osman Madad
specially made a trip to Winnipeg
from Edmonton as the Keynote
speaker. All the speakers echoed
the sentiment that this type of
center was very much needed in
this part of the city. They were
very grateful for Masjid Bilal to
have opened its doors and it is a
blessing to have the Masjid and
the month of Ramadan at the
same time. “I used to live here
across the street for 35 years and I
wish if we could have opened
Masjid Bilal at that time.” Abdo El
Tassi added. After the event, all
the attendees sat down for a
well-cooked dinner.
Masjid Bilal serves the Winnipeg
community at large and specifically around East Kildonan and
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8. Daily iftar and suhoor (in the
last ten nights) in Ramadan.
9. Programs and activities like:

surrounding areas. This center is
to also serve as a replacement to
the former one around the same
area that could only accommodate approximately 70 people.
This replacement was needed
because of the exponential
growth of the Muslim community in that area; especially with
the increase in the amount of
Muslim immigrants our province
has been receiving. InshAllah, it
aims to provide prayer services
and other vital needs of the
community. Some of the facilities
present in the center are; class
rooms, multipurpose gym, and
prayer halls. Masjid Bilal intends
to provide/host:
1. Space for the establishment of
the five daily prayers and
Friday prayers (Salaat-ulJumu'ah)
2. A small library
3. Various Islamic classes and
knowledge circles (Halaqaatul-'elmeeyah)
4. Youth programs like summer
camps and sport activities
5. Islamic lectures, workshops,
seminars and Quran classes.
6. Counseling: family, youth,
marriage/divorce.
7. Complete funeral services
(Janaazah).

• Helping the youth who are
at risk of becoming
involved in gang activities,
by providing the right
resources through education and positive community involvement
• BBQ/picnics and family
fun day
• Eid-ul-Fitr and Eid-ulAdha events.
• Weekend Islamic School.
• Tutor program (Math,
English, and Science) and
after school programs and
facilitating new immigrants citizenship classes
• And many other activities
and programs.

All members of the Muslim and
non-Muslim community in Winnipeg are welcome at Masjid Bilal.
You can reach us at our website
www.BilalCentre.com and at our
email address info@bilalcentre.
com.
Contact info
MASJID BILAL
UNIT C-431 THAMES AVENUE
(East of Watt Street)
WINNIPEG, R2L 0V4
(204) 414-2157
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Islamic Social Services
Association activities
By: Sr. Nadia Kidwai*

It has been another busy year for
ISSA, as demand for their
programs and services continue
to grow.
February- March of 2013 saw
the launch of ISSA’s successful
"Public Square Series", funded by
the Government of Manitoba.
The series aimed to build bridges
of dialogue and understanding
between the Muslim community
and several other cultural and
faith communities. Under ISSA's
coordination, each community
invited the public to their
community centres so that
Muslims in particular and the
public in general could build
their understanding and knowledge of the issues affecting the
Aboriginal, Philippine, Japanese
and Mennonite communities.
Feedback of this "first of its kind"
initiative has been tremendously
positive. ISSA is grateful to the
four cultural/ faith communities
for their support and collaboration.
On April 11, 2013, ISSA
hosted an awards evening and
fundraising dinner “Honouring
Muslim Women of Manitoba” at
the Hilton Hotel. Several cultural
and faith communities attended
including the Lieutenant Governor, Winnipeg Chief of Police,
city councilors, provincial
ministers, civil society leaders,
and representatives of many

sectors. Three hundred participants enjoyed an evening of
spoken word, delicious meal
and excellent company.

ISSA recognized and awarded its distinguished ‘IHSAN
Award’ to 3 journalists for their
excellent work in building
bridges of understanding
between the Muslim communities and the larger community in
Manitoba. Recipients of IHSAN
Award were Terry MacLeod
(CBC), Brenda Suderman
(Winnipeg Free Press) and Carol
Sanders (Winnipeg Free Press).
In addition ISSA also awarded
the ‘ANSAR Award’ to Winnipeggers from various sectors who
have helped and assisted ISSA to
grow and establish itself as a
respected not-for-profit organization that is serving diligently and
professionally our Canadian
society.
At this dinner ISSA recognized 60 years of history of
Manitoba’s Muslim women who
have contributed and developed
this community and its many
institutions. This is an amazing
and inspiring collection of stories
on how our women have silently
and courageously embraced
Canada and how successfully
they have nurtured their children
to be contributing members of
society while maintaining their
Islamic values. (This booklet is
available for purchase from
ISSA.)
In June, ISSA organized a
community forum entitled "Stand

United against Terrorism" at the
Grand Mosque. The forum offered
several sessions including:
"Challenging extremist messages
of violence through the Qur'an
and Sunnah" presented by Imam
Yusuf Badat (Islamic Foundation
of Toronto), Sheikh Ismael
Mukhtar (MIA); A panel of law
enforcement experts and RCMP
officials informing Muslims about
dangerous recruiting tools used
by extremist groups online and
how parents can prevent their
children from falling prey to such
recruitment; "Know your rights"
presented by lawyer Khalid Elgazzar from CAIR-CAN informing
Muslims about their rights when
CSIS comes a-knocking.
To donate to ISSA please visit
our website: http://www.
issaservices.com/

Canadian Muslim Leadership Institute (CMLI)

March 2013 saw the launch of the
third successive year of the CMLI
leadership program. 16 applicants
were accepted into the program
and upon fully completing the syllabus, will graduate in August.
The CMLI leadership program is
comprised of several components
including: weekend retreats held
at the United Way, roundtable
discussions held at the Mennonite
Central Committee, coaching

sessions and team assignments.
CMLI participants are engaged
and instructed by leadership
experts, academics, educators,
political leaders as well as social
justice and human rights activists
from across all communities.
Participants are challenged to
think critically, question openly
and discuss honestly on a wide
variety of topics including:
community activism, women and
leadership, issues impacting the
Muslim community and how to
build relationships with other
communities and civic stakeholders. CMLI would like to thank the
Islamic Social Services Association, United Way, Assiniboine
Credit Union and the Mennonite
Central Committee for their
support and sponsorship. To find
out more about CMLI or to
consider applying, please visit our
Facebook page: www.facebook.
com/canadianmuslimleadershipinstitute
Attached is a picture of the
CMLI 2013 class at the second
retreat with panelists including
the Assistant Commissioner of the
RCMP, Kevin Brousseau, former
M.P Judy Wasylycia-Leis and
Winnipeg Free Press journalist
Carol Sanders.
*Sr. Nadia Kidwai is an organizer
and volunteer with CMLI and ISSA.
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